
1. Introduction

When the conservation laws for a uid are written down, one is faced with the fact that

there are more unknowns than equations, so additional relations are required in order to

solve the model for all unknowns. These supplementary relations, which are called the

constitutive equations or the rheological equations of state, di�erentiate one material from

another. For example, uids like water and air can be described by the Newtonian relation,

which asserts that the extra-stress tensor is proportional to the rate of deformation tensor,
or, when viscous e�ects are negligible, by assuming that the extra-stress tensor is zero.

These models are in good agreement with experimental results and in fact the numerical
computations replace complex and costly experiments in order to simulate ows of these
uids. Although many important uids are described by these relations, many uids fall
outside the range of Newtonian uid mechanics and are therefore termed 'non-Newtonian'
uids. Typical examples are: polymer melts, polymer solutions and paints.

The development of constitutive equations and the experimental investigation of non-
Newtonian uids is usually called 'rheology'. A major di�erence between Newtonian
and non-Newtonian uid mechanics is that the latter has to take the microstructure
into account in order to describe the phenomena encountered, since the constituents
of these uids di�er in size, weight and degrees of freedom from Newtonian uids. A

polymer usually consists of 103 - 106 monomer units, which exhibits a great diversity
of conformations (fully stretched-out, completely entangled or somewhere in between)
and orientations. The shape and orientation of these large and heavy molecules a�ect
the surrounding uid particles, whereas the surrounding particles deform the polymer
molecules. This interplay of di�erently shaped and sized particles gives rise to typical

macroscopic non-Newtonian uid behaviour, such as shear-thinning, normal stress e�ects

and secondary ows.
In the following sections a closer look will be taken at the anomalous ow properties for
non-Newtonian uids.

1.1 Non-Newtonian viscosity

The viscosity can be de�ned by the ratio between the shear stress and the shear rate in

a simple shear ow, which is constant for a Newtonian uid. For non-Newtonian uids,

however, this ratio may depend on the shear rate and is called the apparent viscosity

�( _). The formula in the box below gives the relation between the shear rate and the

shear stress by which the apparent viscosity is de�ned.
There are two possibilities for the "shear rate dependent" or "non-Newtonian" viscosity,
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either the apparent viscosity increases or decreases with increasing shear rate. Fluids

exhibiting the former change in apparent viscosity are called shear thickening or dilatant,

while the latter are called shear thinning or pseudoplastic uids. Relatively few polymer

solutions have been shown to be dilatant, so in the sequel only pseudoplastic behaviour

is considered. Another phenomenon encountered in the non-Newtonian viscosity is the

appearance of a yield stress. In this case the stress has to exceed a certain threshold value,

known as the yield stress, before the uid starts to ow. Fluids with this type of behaviour

are called viscoplastic uids. In this thesis no attention will be paid to viscoplastic uids.

A very heuristic explanation for pseudoplastic uid behaviour can be given. Suppose

one has a polymer solution at rest and all the large polymer molecules are distributed at
random, then it is very hard for the surrounding uid particles to ow through this net

of polymers, so a large force is required to set the uid in motion. If simple shear ow
conditions are applied, the large molecules align themselves in the direction of the ow
and consequently disentangle, making it easier for the surrounding uid particles and the
large molecules themselves to ow past each other, so the force to maintain this motion
is not proportional to the shear rate. The result is that the uid at rest is very viscous,

but in shear ow becomes less viscous. This behaviour is exploited in paints where one
wants the paint to be less viscous while painting, but when the paint is at rest one wants
the uid to be very viscous in order to prevent dripping.

1.2 Normal stress e�ects

Another feature of a non-Newtonian uid is that it exhibits normal stress di�erences in
simple shear ow. Suppose the ow is in direction '1' and depends only on the variable in
direction '2', which is perpendicular to direction '1', then the �rst normal stress di�erence
is �11��22 and the �22��33 is called the second normal stress di�erence. For a Newtonian

uid in a Poiseuille or Couette ow these di�erences are exactly zero. For polymeric liq-

uids the �rst normal stress di�erence is usually always positive1 while the second normal
stress di�erence is much smaller in magnitude and is believed to be negative. Weissenberg
assumed that the second normal stress di�erence is exactly zero, which is incorrect, but

since the second normal stress di�erence is very small this so-called 'Weissenberg hypothe-

sis" seems to be a reasonable approximation. The ratio of the �rst normal stress di�erence
over twice the shear stress in a viscometric ow is called the Weissenberg number.

We :=
�11 � �22

2�12
: (1.1)

From this de�nition it follows that Newtonian liquids always have Weissenberg number

zero, independent of the shear rate.

1
Bear in mind that Bird et al. [10] & [11] use a di�erent sign convention for the stresses, so in their

terminology the �rst normal stress di�erence will then be negative.
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Many interesting non-Newtonian phenomena are explained by these normal stress e�ects,

for instance die swell, the convex surface in a tilted trough or the rod-climbing e�ect. For

a thorough discussion of this and other strange non-Newtonian uid behaviour see for

example Tanner [55] or Bird et al. [10].

An explanation for the normal stress e�ects is the following: imagine a large polymer

molecule as a large curled up spring. In a viscometric ow the spring aligns itself in the

direction of the ow, entangles and is stretched. This stretching in the direction of the

ow produces the normal stress in this direction, which in the Newtonian case is absent,

since for Newtonian uids the constituents are assumed to be small particles with no

speci�c shape.

When the uid exhibits no normal stress e�ects, but only a non-Newtonian viscosity, the

uid is called a generalized Newtonian uid and the equations describing the motion of

these uids are just the Navier-Stokes equations, in which the viscosity is a function of

the shear rate, to be determined experimentally. Only when normal stress e�ects are

important one speaks of viscoelastic uids.

1.3 Viscoelasticity

Continuum mechanics describes the basic laws which every material has to obey and gives

additional requirements for the constitutive laws. But there is no continuum mechanical
distinction between uids and solids, although one usually knows the di�erence: 'uids
ow and solids do not ow' or 'a uid �lls the vessel in which it is poured, whereas a
solid does not change its shape' are the phrases which mark the distinction. Another
approach is to say that a solid is elastic, which means that if one applies a force to the
solid it deforms and all the work is stored in the material as elastic energy, whereas a uid

is viscous and all the work one applies is dissipated into heat. After removing the force
in a purely viscous material, it remains unchanged in its deformed shape, whereas in a
purely elastic material the elastic energy is released and the material attains its initial
shape again. The purely elastic material remembers its undeformed state, while the uid
immediately forgets its initial state. Viscoelastic materials are somewhere in between

these extremes: some of the work applied is stored as elastic energy, while the remainder

is dissipated into heat and during loading the elastic energy is gradually transformed into
kinetic energy so after a characteristic time � the material forgets its initial state. For
a purely elastic material this characteristic time � = 1, i.e. it never forgets its initial

state and for a purely viscous uid � = 0. Materials which are elastic and viscous are

called viscoelastic and have 0 < � < 1. Although the characteristic time � plays an
important role in uids which posses a memory, the number itself has to be compared

with the timescale of the ow in order to know whether the history of the deformations is
important. If the characteristic time of the ow is de�ned by the ratio of a characteristic

length L in the speci�c ow and a characteristic velocity U , the quantity De = �U
L

gives

the relative importance of the deformation history. The dimensionless numberDe is called
the Deborah number.

This line of thought, in which the material is characterized by the time during which it

remembers its past deformations, led Truesdell, Noll, Coleman and others to the 'simple
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uid theory', in which the stress is a functional over all past deformations.

�(t) = �pI +F t0=t
t0=�1(C(t0)) ;

in which � is the total stress tensor, which is decomposed in an isotropic part, known as

the pressure and the extra-stress tensor. C is a suitable strain tensor. The functional F

weights the past deformations less than the most recent deformations. In this way the

memory of the material is taken into account. Much work has been devoted to simple

uid models and the result is that this line of approach is much too general to yield

equations describing viscoelastic uids. One needs additional assumptions, for instance

that the functional can be represented by an integral and a weighting function. This leads

to models of the form:

�(t) = �pI +
tZ

�1

h(t� t0)g(C(t0; t))dt0

The freedom in choosing h and g gives a large amount of plausible models, which have
to be calibrated with the viscometric data such as the non-Newtonian viscosity and the
normal stress di�erences, to describe a certain viscoelastic uid.
A completely di�erent approach is to look at the dynamics of the polymers in the solution
or melt. One �rst has to design a mechanical model for a polymer and to investigate the

dynamics of this model. Averaging over a large number of these polymers gives macro-
scopic quantities, such as the stress or the viscosity in terms of the macroscopic quantities
such as the velocity of the uid. An extensive treatment of this type of modelling is given
in the second volume of Bird et al. [11]. For instance the Upper Convected Maxwell
(UCM) model can be derived by the elastic dumbbell model with a Hookean spring, fol-

lowing the ideas of Kramers or the Lodge network model. The latter is a network model
which assumes that the creation rate of network junctions is independent of time and
the loss rate is constant. The elastic dumbbell model leads to a di�erential equation
for the extra-stress tensor, while the Lodge network model gives an integral form of the
constitutive equation, which can be shown to be equivalent [30]. The UCM model is

not able to describe the viscometric data, such as the non-Newtonian viscosity, satisfac-

tory and contains a singularity for elongation ow, so this model has limited physical
relevance, but serves as a starting point for further investigation, such as replacing the
Hookean spring in the elastic dumbbell, by a non-Hookean spring (FENE-models), or by

assuming in the network model that the polymers do not move a�nely with the ow and

have time-dependent segment creation and loss rates in the network model (Phan-Thien,
Tanner [47]).

The central question is of course: Do these models describe viscoelastic uids accurately
and which model is the best? In order to answer this question one has to make clear what

is considered 'good'. A polymer chemist wants a model which reects the underlying

microscopical dynamics, while an engineer is more interested in qualitatively describing
macroscopically viscoelastic e�ects. In this thesis the latter notion of 'good' is adopted, i.e.

the set of equations describing the motion of the uid is solved (numerically) and compared
with other numerical simulations. In order to perform this comparison between theory

and experiment, one should at least be able to solve the set of (di�erential) equations,

which so far turns out to be very di�cult.
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1.4 Numerical modelling of viscoelastic ows

A variety of numerical techniques has been used to solve viscoelastic ow problems: �-

nite di�erence methods, �nite element methods, spectral methods and boundary element

methods. Usually the calculations were restricted to stationary creeping ows in which

the model was of di�erential type, although also successful simulations have been per-

formed with integral models. Early attempts to solve viscoelastic uid problems failed to

converge beyond De = O(10�1), which is merely a perturbation of the Newtonian case.

More insight in the type of the system of di�erential equations (especially the hyperbolic

part of the equations) led to the development of upwind biased schemes, such as the

streamline integration method proposed by Luo and Tanner [37], [38] and Upadhyay and

Isayev [57] and the application of the SU(PG)-method applied by Marchal et Crochet [39]

in which also bilinear subelements for the extra-stress components were employed, based

on their experience with the stick-slip problem for a Newtonian ow. These methods

were able to solve stationary viscoelastic ow problems for at least up to De = O(10). In
the case of the axisymmetric abrupt 4:1 contraction these algorithms predicted the large
vortices observed in experiments, although at di�erentDe-numbers (see [14]). Since then,
many di�erent algorithms have been proposed to solve stationary viscoelastic ow prob-
lems and they all seem to work very well in smooth geometries. Attention is now focused

on ows which contain stress singularities in the wake behind a falling sphere or near re-
entrant corners. Some researchers believe that 'simple' models like the Upper Convected
Maxwell model or the Oldroyd-B model loose well-posedness near these singular points
and take refuge in more sophisticated models, i.e. constitutive equations which allow an
improved �tting to the measurements, such as shear dependent viscosity, elongational
viscosity and/or normal stress di�erences. These more advanced constitutive equation do

not solve the problems near singular points completely, although they ameliorate the nu-
merical solutions, allowing for higher Deborah numbers. It is the author's conviction that
models which contain additional second order derivatives (Oldroyd-B model) or positive
source terms in the constitutive equation (Phan-Thien Tanner model, Leonov, Giesekus)
'mask' the numerical problems which are contained in the convected time derivative, so

the aim of this thesis is to refrain from more advanced models and focus attention on
the UCM model. Furthermore, low order upwind methods will be used, instead of higher

order methods. In order to use higher order upwind methods one has to use a switching

term in regions where large gradients or even singular phenomena are present, which re-
duces the higher order method to a �rst order upwind scheme. Since in this thesis the

main emphasis is on the numerical treatment of the constitutive equation in regions where
these phenomena occur a �rst order scheme is used throughout the whole computational

domain.
A priori it is not known whether a steady state solution exists; it may be that the ow is

locally periodic or even chaotic. Such behaviour will never be captured by a steady state

algorithm, so in this thesis a time dependent algorithm is used, which may or may not

converge to a steady state. This point is particularly important, because for the plane

Couette ow it is quite easy to obtain the steady state solution by means of a steady state
algorithm and it is expected that this solution remains unchanged if the time derivatives

are added to the equations. However, adding the time derivatives causes the solution
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to diverge beyond a certain Weissenberg number, even if the steady state was chosen as

initial solution, [31]!

The status of the numerical treatment of viscoelastic ows has been summarized in a

report by Donald G. Baird and Michael Renardy on the VII-th Workshop on Numerical

Methods in Non-Newtonian Flow [7] as

� Successful simulations of steady ows in smooth geometries can be performed by

a number of schemes. Further investigations of the constitutive equations and the

numerical techniques in the neighbourhood of stress singularities and re-entrant

corners are required.

� There is a trend from the 'simple' models, like the UCM model and the Oldroyd-B

model towards more sophisticated models.

� One of the major evolving issues identi�ed at this workshop is the development of

time dependent simulations.

� Although the di�erential models are far more popular then integral models, progress
has been made in recent years in the numerical treatment of the latter type of

constitutive equations.

The contribution to the above points in this thesis may be summarized by

� The numerical improvement of the solution in the neighbourhood of stress singular-
ities and near re-entrant corners.

� Attention is con�ned to the 'simple' models, especially the UCM model, because if
this model can be treated numerically without the restrictive low Weissenberg limit,
it is believed that a similar treatment will also work for the more 'realistic' models.

� The constitutive models are all in di�erential form.

� A time dependent algorithm is being used.

1.5 Outline

In this introductory chapter the notion of viscoelasticity has been briey explained, as

well as the current status of the numerical aspects of these uids. The aim of this thesis

is to use a 'simple' model, use 'simple' numerical techniques, but to approximate the set
of governing equations as good as possible, not only in the sense that the local or global
error of the approximate solution is small in some sense, but also that the discrete set

of algebraic equations possesses certain characteristics which are also contained in the

di�erential form of the constitutive model. This last point is worth emphasizing, since
throughout this thesis there will be some analytical relations contained in the set of partial

di�erential equations which will be translated into an analogous discrete form, because
it is believed that in the numerical models developed thus far insu�cient light has been

shed on this fact.
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Chapter 2 gives a short introduction to continuummechanics, especially on the principle of

frame indi�erence or objectivity. Some time derivatives are introduced which satisfy this

principle. In fact, it will be shown that these time derivatives are limits of time di�erence

quotients for the time interval �t ! 0. It is argued that although the time derivative

satis�es the principle of objectivity, the di�erence quotients which approximate these

derivatives usually do not! An improved approximation for the upper convected di�erence

quotient will be given, such that this di�erence quotient also satis�es the principle of

objectivity.

Also in this chapter some viscoelastic uid models are introduced, either interpreted as

being written in a �xed coordinate system or in a convected coordinate system.

In the third chapter the type of the system of partial di�erential equations is investigated

for models of Maxwell and of Je�rey's type, by means of the Fourier symbol. It will

also be shown that for low Deborah numbers and on coarse meshes the damping term in

the constitutive equations is of signi�cance, whereas when the meshwidth becomes very
small and/or the Deborah number rather large the behaviour of the smallest waves which

may be represented on the mesh are determined by hyperbolic convective and nonlinear
wavelike equations. The characteristic equations for the hyperbolic part of the set of
governing equations are identi�ed.
Special attention is paid to the hierarchy of the speci�c equations and unknowns. For
decoupled equations this reduces to question: 'Does one �rst have to solve the momentum

equation and next use the newly obtained velocity values in the constitutive equation, or
the other way around?'. It is argued that the order in which to solve these equations
alternately depends on the relative velocities of the uid and the elastic shear waves. The
ratio of these two velocities is called the viscoelastic Mach number. In the case that the
Mach number is equal to zero the equations should be solved implicitly in time, similar

to the pressure and the continuity equation for incompressible uids.

The fourth chapter gives a brief overview of the numerical methods and results obtained
from the literature. In particular attention is being paid to the re-entrant corner, which
enters in the test problem in chapter 6 and the question: 'What happens when one exceeds
the Weissenberg limit?'.

In chapter 5 a numerical discretization on a staggered grid is presented. The pressure and
velocity unknowns are chosen such that spurious pressure oscillations are absent, due to

the coupling between neighbouring pressure points, and the hyperbolic part is discretized
such that the characteristic variables are discretized �rst order upwind in the direction of

the characteristic velocity. The upper convected time derivative is incorporated by means

of the MCSH approach, which was discussed in chapter 2. A suitable time integration
method is chosen and the ILU-CG solver which is used to solve the Poisson equation is
explained.

In chapter 6 the numerical scheme described in chapter 5 is applied to the planar 4:1 con-
traction problem. Many numerical methods have been tested on this particular problem.

Converged results for this problem will be given for Weissenberg number up to 11.
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Chapter 7, �nally, gives an overview of the results of this research and comments on the

methods used.

This thesis is only devoted to the numerical approximation of a set of partial di�eren-

tial equations which are assumed to model the ow of viscoelastic uids. Only a brief

description of the uids itself is given. Those who want to know more about the uids ,

the modelling of these uids and their applications are referred to the following standard

works on viscoelastic uids:

� Engineering Rheology, Roger I. Tanner, 1985, Oxford University Press.

� Dynamics of Polymeric Liquids, Vol. I, Bird, R.B., R.C. Armstrong and O. Has-

sager, John Wiley, New York

� Principles of Non-Newtonian Fluid Mechanics, G. Astarita and G. Marucci, 1974,

McGraw-Hill, London

� The Non-linear Field Theories, C. Truesdell and W. Noll, 1965, Flugge's Handbuch
der Physik, III, 3, Springer

� Constitutive Equations for Polymer Melts and Solutions, R.G. Larson, 1988 Butter-
worths, Boston


